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like a breeze xro: karabox: An application for downloading videos in YouTube format. In component universe, is optional.
Version 1.23-1 (yakkety), package size 90 kB, installed size 456 kB people, anyone here use an external dock on ubuntu? !info
kde-gtk-config | lixan lixan: kde-gtk-config (source: kde-gtk-config): KDE GTK+ configuration tool. In component universe, is
optional. Version 0.5-1ubuntu4 (yakkety), package size 18 kB, installed size 229 kB !anyone | lixan lixan: A high percentage of
the first questions asked in this channel start with "Does anyone/anybody..." Why not ask your next question (the real one) and
find out? See also!details,!gq, and!poll. lixan, My biggest problem with docking programs is that they often leave holes in the
dock. I dock manually and only use one dock and one monitor i love ubuntu but i have a problem with the dock. I can put it on
any side but it always stay right side. and if i hit to the bottom it will automaticaly go to the top. i guess this has something to do
with compiz lixan: I don't use an external dock, I just use a dock I built myself from scratch. When I ask to mount it, it gives this
error: mount.nfs4: mount(2): Operation not supported maybe its a bug lixan: what are you talking about a "external dock"? lol
!pm | blackface blackface: Please ask your questions in the channel so that other people can help you, benefit from your
questions and answers, and ensure that you're not getting bad advice. i mean that i install windows and it didnt touch the ubuntu
dock 82157476af
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